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DEFENSE HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
SYMPOSIUM (DHITS) 2022 WRAP-UP

O C T O B E R  2 0 2 2

The annual Defense Health Agency (DHA) sponsored three-day event provides an opportunity for military, civilian, and industry professionals to share 
innovative ideas, discuss lessons learned, and introduce exciting new developments within the Military Health System (MHS). Jennifer Haines, Senior 
Vice President (SVP) of Human Resources and Business Operations, Joel Horwitz, SVP of Strategy and Growth, and Cara Laughlin, Program Manager 
attended the event.

Jennifer Haines
Senior Vice President (SVP) of Human 
Resources and Business Operations

Joel Horwitz
Senior Vice President (SVP)  
of Strategy and Growth

Cara Laughlin
Program Manager

What was your most memorable event of DHITS 2022?
Jennifer: DHITS 2022 was simply memorable all the way around since we were finally back in person after a two-year hiatus.  Many of us 
were able to see faces that we had not seen since the “pre-pandemic era” and this made the learning opportunities, the networking, and 
the socializing all the more fun.  

Joel: The plenary sessions offered a glimpse, with some details, into the next phase of maturity for DHA.  This is something the recent 
forecasts had missed, so it was nice to be reconnected with the vision and the path forward.  

Cara: I think the most memorable event at DHITS was the Axiom team dinner hosted by our Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Doug Peardon.  Axiom 
takes pride in showing employee appreciation and it is always nice to enjoy time with our colleagues in a relaxed non-work environment.

How did the clients react when they saw our new logo and mission statement at our booth?
Jennifer: First of all, the booth looked fantastic.  Our team did an incredible job designing not only a visually appealing booth, but one that 
included the right content to capture who we are and what we have to offer to our DHA clients.  One colleague came by our booth and 
said, “I always loved the old Axiom brand, but you guys managed to curate a new look that feels so modern, fresh, and fun – which is how I 
describe Axiom!”  To be able to reinvent ourselves to be more modern, while also better defining who we are and what we have to offer, is 
exactly what we were trying to accomplish.   
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Joel: The booth looked amazing, and the traffic was fairly robust. It was nice, as a multiple-time DHITS attendee, but first-time attendee as an 
Axiom employee, to meet and have meaningful conversations about what’s next for Axiom and DHA.  I believe the clarity of our messaging 
truly resonated with the audience and gave us the chance to reflect our “true north” to the participants and clients as we focus on the next 
chapter of our support to DHA.

Cara: Our clients really liked the new look and feel of the Axiom logo and also commented on how great the new booth layout was!

What conference/meeting/speaker/topic did you find most exciting about attending within the conference?
Jennifer: So much of this year’s conference was about the concept of “transformation”.   It was exciting to listen to the vision for transforma-
tion from all of the DHA senior leaders.  Dr. Barclay Butler’s messaging about the evolution of DHA as a high caliber, innovative agency was 
particularly insightful – it was also bittersweet considering it was his last official speaking engagement before retirement! It was also great 
to hear Ms. Seileen Mullen, Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs, share her vision for optimizing health care delivery and 
medical readiness. DHITS is definitely an opportunity to learn how inspiring leaders are transforming military health!

Joel: Improving readiness and transforming DHA to an enterprise-focused, high reliability healthcare organization were some of the main 
challenges and commitments I heard messaged by DHA leadership.  As we all know, given our unique perspective into the DHA, they remain 
focused on transformation.  They have come a long way since 2013, but they have far to go. DHA messaging acknowledged their need to 
continue to evolve and improve, and that reinforced and helps inform Axiom’s continued commitment to a successful transformation.   

Cara: I always enjoy the Opening Remarks by Mr. Pat Flanders, Chief Information Officer (CIO) (J-6) DHA.  Mr. Flanders does a really great 
job of bridging the gap between day-to-day work and how that fits into the larger picture of the CIO and DHA mission.  It's a fantastic way 
for attendees to hear what has been accomplished and the goals for the upcoming year.  I think it's a great way to kick off the conference 
and get attendees excited for the upcoming speakers/topics/discussions.
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What key takeaways did you receive?

Jennifer: DHITS is always a reminder to me that we are fortunate to support an agency that is constantly improving care for our nations’ 
uniformed service members.   DHITS 2022 focused on MHS transformation and emphasized the concept of optimization by creating efficien-
cies, focusing on operational effectiveness, and aligning teams in a manner that streamlines delivery of services.  All the vendors at DHITS 
2022 did have one thing in common—we all love this event because of the opportunity for valuable knowledge sharing.  The happy hours, 
bellini bars and whiskey tastings, and team networking socials are just the icing on the cake!

Joel: Key takeaways were: MISSION, MISSION, MISSION, MISSION. That resonates above all else.  Axiom has a long and unique history with 
and understanding of DHA and their evolving mission. DHITS provided us with the opportunity to gain an even better understanding of the 
issues that DHA is facing. We were able to engage and explore how Axiom’s user-centric approach can help operationalize the challenging 
modernization process for current and future opportunities. “AXIOM SOLVES THE COMPLEX CHALLENGES AND ISSUES THAT ARISE FROM 
MODERN HEALTHCARE TRANSFORMATION”.  That’s who we are.  That’s what we do.

Cara: The DHA's management and administration of the Military Treatment Facilities (MTFs), particularly with regard to information  
technology (IT) and information management (IM), was discussed in detail along with DHA’s progress and continued efforts to achieve 
broader centralization, stronger integration, and greater efficiency post the MHS reorganization.  The conference really served to inform 
and educate personnel on the support that the Program Executive Officer for Medical Systems (PEO MS) and MHS CIO has and will continue 
to provide to the MTFs. 

Thank you to the Executive Leadership for sharing their experiences at DHITS this year. 
Axiom is excited to continue our engagement with DHA to develop, plan and implement 

solutions throughout their healthcare IT transformation. 
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THE AXIOM 
TRANSFORMATION
MODEL

In the digital transformation era, businesses and organizations are fundamentally changing how they operate 
and deliver value. Assessing and selecting the right technologies and tools are only part of the equation. Having 
the right workforce, culture, and processes in place is paramount to a successful transformation.

We all know that change can be hard—but it doesn’t have to be. The Axiom Transformation Model (ATM) is 
a proven, user-centric approach to help our clients operationalize the complex modernization process. It is  
tailorable to the size and scope of each business and incorporates best practices for a smooth transition that 
maximizes impact. 
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Portfolio Management
Effective portfolio management increases business value by  
aligning projects with an organization’s strategic direction. We 
create a centralized process to acquire, integrate, and deploy 
IT and service solutions that improve decision-making and  
customer satisfaction. Our standardized, integrated systems and  
processes align project objectives with business goals and 
bridge the gap between strategy and implementation. 

Studies and Analysis
Relevant, empirical data and proper data analysis methods produce 
sound results. Our clinical staff and epidemiologists seek to continually  
identify and assess emerging technologies and best practices that 
improve outcomes and operational readiness. Through qualitative and 
quantitative analysis, we integrate data from disparate sources, develop 
dashboards and displays, and deliver meaningful recommendations.

Compliance
Complying with agency- and federal-wide regulations, directives, and guidelines 
mitigates risks like security breaches and data losses and ensures accessibility. 
We develop a governance process with key stakeholders and evaluate performance 
through balanced scorecards, risk scorecards, and operational dashboards. With 
a user-centric focus, we build in a repeatable process to protect privacy, maintain 
appropriate security, and comply with all accessibility laws. 

Information Technology
IT provides the means to develop, process, analyze, exchange, store, and secure information. 
Our focus is to design and deploy non-proprietary systems that enhance user experience 
and integrate seamlessly into existing platforms. We automate workflows and recommend 
tools to modernize business and health IT systems and maximize limited resources.

Business Technology
Operationalizing transformation is where many businesses fail.  Regardless of the  
technology you choose, people are the core of your organization. Axiom staff serve as 
trusted catalysts of change to increase readiness through accountability, engagement, 
and flexibility. Through targeted communications, training, standardized processes, 
and subject matter expertise, we increase transparency, accuracy, and clarity to elevate  
leadership effectiveness.
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AXIOM STAR SPOTLIGHT: WORKFORCE 3.0
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Program Executive Office Defense Healthcare Management Systems (PEO DHMS) recently awarded contracts with world-class firms to 
drive modernization for the military’s clinical Electronic Health Record Systems (EHRS) health care system. Axiom is excited to announce that 
we will continue to support this critical mission through a newly formed partnership with the Boston Consulting Group (BCG). 

AYMEN AL-ANI, RYAN ALLEN (AXIOM), CHRISTY FRAZER (AXIOM),
TESA KOCHIE, DANA CRUDO, HOLLY WARDEN (AXIOM)

KAT AOELUA, BREANNA HARNETT, TIFFANY HOWARD, 
AND SANDY ROBINSON.

Kat Aoelua leads our Operations and Administration Team to efficiently manage the back-office operations. They complete hundreds of tasks 
daily and enable onsite staff to work in a safe and effective workspace. Kat also manages the Human Capital Management activities related to 
people resource management. This team is focused on the Workforce 3.0 acquisition, management, and optimization.

Christy Frazier leads our Media and Content Management activities to develop and deliver timely, effective messaging across a number of 
platforms. They also research and develop material for our clients to respond to inquiries from within and outside of the agency, the General 
Accountability Office (GAO), Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and congressional representatives and committees.

Led by Doug Anderson, and supported by Karla Karnamark, our Knowledge Management Team formalizes the management and use of  
enterprise-wide intellectual assets, promoting a collaborative and integrative approach to the creation, capture, organization, access, and use 
of information assets. 

This new partnership was made possible by the consistently outstanding services that the Axiom PEO DHMS Team provides every single day. 
Through many unknown and stressful events, they remained solely focused on the client mission. We SINCERELY appreciate you today, and 
every day!
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DAY TRIPS IN THE DMV AREA TO TAKE DURING FALL

SKYLINE DRIVE, SHENANDOAH PARK, VA
Just a little over an hour away from D.C., you can see the stellar views Skyline Drive has to offer! This 
section of the Shenandoah National Park is a 105-mile-long drive along the length of the park with 
beautiful scenery of the leaves changing and of vibrant valley views. There is a $30.00 vehicle fee for 
one vehicle, however, this pass lasts for seven consecutive days, so you can turn this day trip into a 
weekend getaway! This area is one of the best places to go to watch the leaves change color and fall. 
There are also hiking trails along the Drive that you can stop at to stretch your legs, and where many 
of these trails lead to wonderful waterfalls. The entire route takes about 3 hours to complete and there 
is overnight parking in the several designated campgrounds spots throughout the entire park. Enjoy 
the stars and the cool, fresh air!

For more information, be sure to check out their website:
https://www.nps.gov/shen/planyourvisit/driving-skyline-drive.htm

HARPERS FERRY, WVA
While Harpers Ferry is an hour and a half from D.C., this is one of the best areas around to check out 
the fall outdoor scenery. It is also home to quite a few national history museums and parks where 
you can learn more of U.S. history, especially history surrounding the Civil War, while taking in the  
breathtaking views. If you are a hiker, the Appalachian Trail winds through Harpers Ferry but I also 
personally recommend hiking Maryland Heights and/or Loudon Heights to see awe-inspiring views 
of the Shenandoah Valley, the meeting of the Shenandoah and Potomac Rivers, as well as Historic 
Harper’s Ferry! 

Type in the National Park Service’s website below for more information:
https://www.nps.gov/hafe/index.htm

LURAY CAVERNS, VA
If you’d like to do your exploring a bit more indoors – or, in this case, underground – then look no further 
than Luray Caverns in Virginia! Luray Caverns houses the largest caverns in the Eastern United States.  
While the drive there is around two hours, it is quite the scenic drive so stop where you’d like to look 
at the scenic views! You and your family can take a tour along a highlighted, paved trail and discover 
the stone formations Luray has to offer. There are also additional museums and attractions – such as 
the Carriage Caravan Museum, the Shenandoah Heritage village, and more – that are included in the 
Luray Caverns ticket! 

Be sure to look at their website to get your tickets:
 https://luraycaverns.com/

https://www.nps.gov/shen/planyourvisit/driving-skyline-drive.htm
https://www.nps.gov/hafe/index.htm
https://luraycaverns.com/
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DRIVE-INS
If you’d like to do an indoor activity outside and experience a blast from the past, how about a drive-in 
theatre! The two that I personally recommend are Bengie’s Drive-In Theatre located just past Baltimore 
and Family Drive-In Theater in Stephens City, VA. Both are about an hour and a half drive from D.C. 
These two offer two different movies each weekend so check their schedule – they usually update their 
schedule every Monday-Wednesday for the following weekend viewings. If you’re a horror fan, be sure 
to check out their Halloween events this year! Both theaters usually have special screenings of classic 
and modern horror movies!

Bengie’s Drive-In website:
https://www.bengies.com/

Family Drive-In Theater in Stephens City, VA’s website:
https://www.thefamilydi.com/

FESTIVALS
What’s a season without a season-themed festival? Fall has some great outdoor festivals like the 
Fall Festival at Cox Farms located in Centreville, VA (about a 45-minute drive). Open Thursdays to  
Mondays up until November 7th (with an additional day on November 8th), your family can experience  
wonderful fall-related activities like a corn maze, hayrides, interacting with different animals, and  
festival treats like root beer barrels, apple cider, and caramel apples! The tickets are affordable with 
full price tickets at $20 per person, but they also have value and discount tickets depending on the day 
you choose to go! For the more adrenaline seeking folks, they also host a horror-themed corn maze 
and hayride attraction called Fields of Fear! It’s a separate ticket admission but be careful, it’s not for 
the faint of heart!

Cox Farms Fall Festival:
https://coxfarms.com/fall-festival/

Cox Farms Fields of Fear:
https://fieldsoffear.coxfarms.com/

https://www.bengies.com/
https://www.thefamilydi.com/
https://coxfarms.com/fall-festival/
https://coxfarms.com/fall-festival/
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in the community

MOUNT VERNON COMMUNITY SCHOOL (MVCS) HOLIDAY GIFT DRIVE
This year marks our 18th year supporting the annual MVCS holiday gift drive! We’ve had SO much fun shopping, wrapping, and 
delivering toys, books, and clothes for families in need in the Del Ray neighborhood of Alexandria, VA. In 2020, COVID presented a 
challenge, but it didn’t dampen our spirit. Instead of the carloads of gifts, Axiom staff generously donated towards gift cards for the 
families.

We’ve adapted and learned many lessons during COVID – with respect to our MVCS support, the parents and school coordinators 
realized that gift cards were a more appropriate donation. So be on the lookout in November for how you can help us support this 
very import cause! 

The 13th (and final) Laps for Lexi was held on September 24, 2022. Through its history, the annual 5K run raised over $1.3M for  
Children's National Medical Center - Lexi Speight Chair in Pediatric Oncology and the Lexi Speight scholarship at Sandy Spring  
Friends School. Additionally, Laps for Lexi energized a community, raised awareness about children’s cancer, and helped improve 
the quality of life of children. Axiom is incredibly proud to have supported this important cause over the years. 
For more information, please visit: https://www.lapsforlexi.org/.

LAPS FOR LEXI 

The MMRF is a charitable organization committed to faster discoveries, more comprehensive studies, and clinical trials and new  
therapies for patients in need. One of our own in spirit, Dr. Cheri Marmarosh, wife of Joel Horwitz, was the MMRF’s Spirit of Hope  
Honoree for the Washington, D.C. 5K Walk/Run held on October 2, 2022. This year’s event raised over $200K. Axiom is a proud  
contributor to the MMRF - if you would like to donate or learn more about MMRF and multiple myeloma, please visit: 
https://themmrf.org/. 

MULTIPLE MYELOMA RESEARCH FOUNDATION (MMRF)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Congratulations to Jeff and Ashley Allman on the birth of their son, Alex, on October 8th.
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Keep an eye out for your invitation to the Axiom Corporate Holiday Open House in December. 

welcome AXIOM’S NEW HIRES!

Lynn Simms

Natalie Dillon

Yesinde Ayodeji

Cindy Roberson

Sarah Maynard

Lin Shao

Lusia Cole

Josh Brick

Pelumi Olanrewaju

Catherine Murrin

Tomeka Diggs

David Ellis

Maria O’leary 

Omar Gilani

Kira Baldau

Maria Ebuen

Karen Bassham

Pauline Battle

Alex Berry

Larisa Briggs

Molly Clarke

Sherry Johnson

Sandy Robinson

Johnny Tela

Repa Thomas

Justin Verbarendse

Tiffany Howard

Anthony Grant

Trina McLeod

Asia Phillips

Alexis Smith   

Azaria Worku

Thomas LaMuraglia

Rhonda Morris

Gloria Bryant
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DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS? 
YOUR AXIOM CORPORATE TEAM IS HERE TO ASSIST
Accounting  axiom-accounting@axiom-rm.com
Communications comm@axiom-rm.com
Contracts axiom-contracts@axiom-rm.com
Facilities facilities@axiom-rm.com
Helpdesk  helpdesk@axiom-rm.com
Human Resources  hr@axiom-rm.com
Standard  AxiomStandard@axiom-rm.com

Axiom Resource Management, Inc. 
2941 Fairview Park Drive 
Suite 850 
Falls Church, VA 22042 
 
Tel: 703-208-3000 
Fax: 703-205-2941 
www.axiom-rm.com

MISSION AND OUTCOMES DRIVEN.
DATA INFORMED.

Facebook
AxiomRM

Twitter
@axiomrm

Linkedin
axiomrm

https://www.facebook.com/AxiomRM
https://twitter.com/axiomrm
https://www.linkedin.com/company/axiomrm



